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About This Game

End of Days is a low poly stylized zombie survival game inspired by games like "Nazi Zombies", "Dead Rising", and "left 4
Dead". End of Days aims to be an immersive survival experience where you may explore, craft, customize, and strategize ways

to mow down hordes of the undead.

The full game will include single player survival, co-op multiplayer survival, vs multiplayer survival, and other assorted game
modes. Story mode is still something that is up in the air.

End of Days requires you you to manually operate all weapons, devices, and items. For example, you can load bullets into clips,
load clips into guns, pull back the slide, and then you are ready to fire the gun. There is a hell of a lot of traditional weapons and

plenty of assorted non-tradition weapons with planned cameo weapon packs on the way.

Also planned is a level builder and workshop support in order to create a colorful community for the game.
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Release Date: 27 Sep, 2017
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Minimum:

OS: Win 7 SP1

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection
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Auto jump??? What the F is this?
Sorry it's actually my bad, tbh, to not doing some research before buying this game.
I wouldn't say you guys won't enjoy it, I just don't like it one bit.
If you enjoy Smash, Rivals of Aether is the best so far. If you want something easier, go with Brawhalla.
This game is weird LOL (to me, again).. She Wants Me Dead is a simple rage game where your cat tries to kill you ounce she
gets tired of your shinnigins. As seen in it's very own (catchy and amazing) song "She Wants Me Dead" (Link is posted below) 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=FHccClTAdzc

The art in this is simply amazing. I cannot began to express the art style and how much people it took to reach that goal. If you
like games with amazing graphics, art, but also have a sense for rage platform games, then I gurantee this is a game for you..
Cheaper than GOTY for Hitman 1.

First 2 levels were too simple; Master difficulty should have been forced or at least an option. (Same with the other side
missions). No where near enough challenges for the first two; I could have easily added 6 off the top of my head just for the 2nd
level.

The 3rd to last level was fun, because the targets were random. I still feel like there was not enough challenges.

The last level was fun and unique and awesome, no complaints. Worth 12.99.alone.. All in all, another attempt to clone a cult
classic Master of Magic from 1994 iirc.
Not bad generally - but sadly lacking in content. :( The old game had more than 10 races and 5 paths of magic which could also
be combined, plus additional perks for your sorcerer king, such as Warlord, Diplomat, mastery in specific magic area, special
start, etc. Another game in the same vein - Dominions - had about 10 races from the start (and now has close to 50 - played
differently!), with 8 paths * 8 schools of magic. This game has 3 races and 4 magic paths (uncombinable). Where are my orks?!
;)
At least, during my playthrough there were no glaring bugs, plus it's cheap. But with current content it's a game which will grow
stale in a month for a casual player. Can't recommend it, sorry.. tl;dr: The game is good. Buy it if you like block puzzle games.
It's not Tetris. Don't expect Tetris.

So, Anode. One thing above all others to remember when looking at the screenshots is that this game is not Tetris. Its
similarities to Tetris are superficial. The only things it has in common with Tetris are that it has falling blocks of varying shape
and that the playfield is very restrictive. What it's actually fairly similar to, but not exactly so, is Bombliss\/Tetris Blast. It also
has similarities to games like Puzzle Fighter and Lumines in the sense that blocks can only be cleared with special detonators of
the same color. The mechanics at work here are a bit different, though.

While this is a review and not a game summary, it's hard to review this game without actually reviewing the core mechanics.
You have tetronimos made up of different colored cells. Unlike Tetris Blast or Bombliss (but like Tetris,) blocks are placed
exactly as they land, which means space management becomes a vital part of the strategy when you're playing Endless mode or
the longer Time Attack modes. This, however, can be worked to your advantage when making long chains. The other thing
you'll notice immediately is that the colored blocks can be connected diagonally as well as parallel. This becomes a vital thing to
remember when setting up for chain detonations later on.

What actually sets you up for the largest scores are, though, is the proper use of couplers. Couplers are special blocks that link
two sets of blocks together regardless of their color. This means you can link two chains of entirely different colors together
with proper planning and clear them with a single detonator for a large amount of points. You are scored on the size of your
chains, the amount of them you can cascade together and how quickly you can actually set them up. Once a chain is detonated, a
timer is started that gives you a stacking multiplier to your future clears. Each subsequent clear resets the timer. If you go long
enough without clearing a chain, the multiplier resets. Speed, thus, is just as important as long, cascading chains.

Due to the presentation of the game, your first instinct is to play it like it's Tetris. That's the first habit that needs to be broken,
but it's one that really only takes maybe about a half hour of play to transition out of. The playfield will feel very cramped
indeed with the size of the blocks used - especially before you really start utilizing the couplers to their full advantage. Like
Panel de Pon\/Tetris Attack, though, once you get used to the game's mechanics, cascading clears will become fairly easy to set
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up and the game will become more or less instinctive to play. The only thing there will be how fast you can actually perform.
The later levels of Endless mode will especially test your speed.

With that all out of the way, the tl;dr of my review is: "It's a great game, especially for $5."

The game doesn't really do anything new. It takes ideas from its many predecessors and puts them together in a single game that
actually manages to have an identity of its own. It adds just enough of its own thing (particularly with the couplers and
simplistic, but demanding scoring mechanics) to be engaging for the person who likes to chase after higher leaderboard
placement. There aren't too many people actively playing the game, so you might find it easy to hit top ten within just a few
hours of play (I personally, at the time of this writing, have a top 3 spot in each Race leaderboard and I feel it certainly isn't
because of my skill,) but that rarely stops people from wanting to improve for their own sake.

From a technical standpoint, it's rock solid. It's very simple with simple graphics and simple animations that have a good amount
of color to them. It feels like it was intended to be a game for mobile made in Unity (mostly because it is,) but actually done
correctly. It has enough eye candy to make detonations satisfying to watch, but not enough to really distract you. Screen shake
can be a bit annoying after an hour or so of play, but that can thankfully be turned off. Same with controller vibration if
applicable to you.

The soundtrack is pretty alright too. It's a dynamic soundtrack of otherwise repetitive techno that amps up in tempo as you reach
the top of the screen. Repetitive, in this case, is not a bad thing; it helps keep you focused and zoned into the game. That said,
you'll probably end up turning it off after an hour or so and just listening to your own music. If it gets a mobile port, though, the
music is a pretty good companion to the game.

There are a few caveats, though. Design-wise, the game isn't as 'tight' as Tetris. The size of the blocks compared to the size of
the playfield doesn't always make it conducive to making the types of chains the game really wants you to make. It can be very
hard to actually link couplers together as a result of this; a lot of the time, you end up having to bury a coupler under the blocks
because you simply don't have room to utilize it.

A lot of this feels due to the block generator. In Tetris games, especially later ones - especially the Sega\/Arika ones - the block
generator actually isn't random. It is randomly seeded to give you blocks in a specific order, but the blocks all have an intended
placement for perfect play. Anode doesn't seem to have this. It feels completely random (at least as random as a computer can
get) without any real rhyme or reason to it. It is entirely possible to get three detonators of the same color in a row. It's possible
to three couplers of the same shape in a row, just in different configurations that make them even harder to use.

Sometimes your success really does feel like it's up to the RNG on whether or not you'll actually be able to keep up your
multiplier. Planning your chains, of course, helps this tremendously, but there is only so much planning you can really do until
you have to bury your plans with blocks of different colors because that is literally all you're actually getting. If the playfield
were two spaces wider, I feel this would be significantly less of a problem, but maybe there is something I'm missing and simply
need to play it more.

I have not been able to try multiplayer mode. The lack of online multiplayer is actually a pretty big issue since this game seems
perfect for it. Hopefully we'll see it in a future patch.

Overall, Anode is a great game and especially so for its price. I think it would be even better as a mobile game, but as a PC
game, it's still a good buy. The core mechanics are solid, all of the standard puzzle modes are there. With online multiplayer, this
would honestly be a no-brainer purchase for people who enjoy block puzzle games of this sort. Even as it stands now, though,
it's absolutely worth trying for what is basically the price of lunch.. This is a good dark point and click adventure game. It has an
original "drawing" artstyle which I found weird at first, but it fits the theme well and you get used to. Puzzles are great and some
of them are hard but most you can solve without looking for clues on the internet (I had to do it once but it was more lack of
attention than anything).

The one bad thing I found is the ending. But don't worry, it doesn't ruin the experience.

IMPORTANT: Only click on tips if you are REALLY stuck. The game only offers around 4 or 5 tips on it's entirety.
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10\/10 would cthulhu again. This may not look like its alot beceuse they are paper zombies. Well I was wrong this is incredible
fun and addicting the weapons feel like a blast to shoot. And it gets really intense the later wave's. I own about 50 vive games so
far and this one is definetly in my top 3 of them. Yeah its another wave defender but this one is really good and not early
access.. For 99 cents, definitely worth it. For those interested, the money quest is repeatable each day in game and awards 5000
coll for 10 healing pads. Easy enough once you reach late game, especially if you use Bracken's Bromide (+2 quantity) as a
catalyst.. It's not what i was expecting. Very minimal. There should be a simple draw feature that alows you to mark dead ends
and stuff would make it way better. I didb't play long, but i can see that if i don't get out a pen and paper it will just be a
guessing game.. It's cool but lower the price please! To get this game you must pay too much! Please lower the price!
. Best game on Vive right now.. I really enjoy this game. It requires that odd combination of strategy and skill. The random
drops require you to make the most of them (if you get a drop!). Then the skill to work with what you have acquired!

Side-note: It's a shmup, if you like shooting a heck-a lotta stuff thats all shooting at you and emerge victorious (sometimes...)
this game is for you.

4.5\/5. An enjoyable piece of casual fun - but you still have to think your way through.

Don't know that I will play for too long, but the leaderboard is keeping me focused at the moment.. B A S E D lapix. Irritates the
hell out of you with unnecessary flashiness that slows down playing, keeps getting on nerves asking you to post your score online
every time you finish a board, doesn't remember your name, no trading cards (even though they advertise it)...

Other than that, it's a traditional mahjong game.
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